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EU challenges

In my view

The German chancellor’s advisor and the
Austrian foreign affairs minister recently
urged European countries to unite against

hardships following calls made to states that have
faced some challenges. This ought to be viewed as
a package presented by the EU that was originally
founded to overcome problems with which Europe
started the 20th century, with a major focus on eco-
nomic structures. 

Bureaucracy, security, refugees and young
nationalist movements such as neo-Nazis are major
concerns nowadays in Europe. The founders have
no hopes that the new US administration would
change its attitude, especially after the UK left the
union and France and Holland are expected to fol-
low it. They cannot be sure about the continuation
of the same approaches, especially after recent
statements about adjusting the costs the US suf-
fered because of Europe, the Arabian Gulf, Japan
and South Korea. 

The new administration has made many domes-
tic and foreign promises that will remain subject to
the availability of financial resources to pay off a
huge debt worth trillions of dollars and rebuild
infrastructure. Through the new president’s tweets
and statements, one can easily detect many recal-
culations and reconsiderations being made con-
cerning how to handle areas that have been liberat-
ed from dictatorships, such as Iraq and Afghanistan,
and help them build an effective and suitable
democracy model that could act as a resource,
making revenues to serve US public debt. However,
the new administration intends to make overseas
resources serve domestic concerns and not the oth-
er way round.
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BUDAPEST: Racism, intolerance, and foreign
intervention in the Middle East have led to
countless wars, conflicts, and crises that will
have grave repercussions on world affairs, said
former Kuwaiti Foreign Minister Sheikh Dr
Mohammad Sabah Al-Salem Al-Sabah.

Problems in Syria, Iraq, Yemen, and Libya,
the failed Mideast peace process, civil wars in
the region, as well as the presence of the so-
called Islamic States (IS) are products of a world
that failed to manage resources and resolve
disputes peacefully, Sheikh Dr Mohammad Al-
Sabah said while delivering a lecture organized
by Antall Jozsef Knowledge Center (AJKC) in
Budapest, Hungary.  During the lecture on the
GCC views of regional struggles in the Middle
East, Sheikh Dr Mohammad Al-Sabah stressed
that countries in the region and the interna-
tional community failed to address challenges
adequately, leading to a state of pandemoni-
um and chaos.

Sectarian strife in the Middle East is also one
of the major issues that needs to be dealt with
swiftly or the fear-mongers will win, said Sheikh
Dr Mohammad Al-Sabah. He added that the
increasing involvement of countries such as
Russia, Turkey, and Iran in the affairs of the
region was a direct result of the unclear visions
reflected by countries in the Middle East.

Far-right movements
On ties between Iran and the GCC coun-

tries, Sheikh Dr Mohammad Al-Sabah said
that relations were based on mutual respect
for the interests of both sides, noting that
Tehran and the GCC member states should

focus on matters that would bring both par-
ties together. The former Kuwaiti Foreign
Minister touched on the recent surge of
extreme nationalism and far-right move-
ments in Europe and the US, saying it was a
direct result from the huge flow of immi-
grants from Mideast conflicts zones and
North Africa.  He said that extreme national
sentiments in Europe and America did not
generate from a void, affirming that foreign
meddling in Mideast affairs have led to the
creation of the refugee crisis.

Sheikh Dr Mohammad Al-Sabah also
mentioned the 60-years-plus Middle East
crisis between Israel and Palestine, saying
that the international community’s indiffer-

ence towards the issue and the Israeli con-
tinuous unjust treatment of Palestinians will
not end this conflict.

Israeli settlements must end and Tel Aviv
must cease its brutal policies against
Palestinians, signing a peace deal that will
ensure the creation of two countries in the
region, said Sheikh Dr Mohammad Al-Sabah.
On the Brexit and the election of Donald
Trump as US President, Sheikh Dr Mohammad
Al-Sabah said that the British pullout from the
EU and Trump’s election created fear for the
future of the world. He hoped that despite the
current status quo, world countries would join
forces together to find solutions to global
threats and problems. —KUNA

Former Kuwaiti FM blames racism,
foreign intervention for Mideast crises

BUDAPEST: Former Kuwaiti Foreign Minister Sheikh Dr Mohammad
Sabah Al-Salem Al-Sabah delivers a lecture organized by Antall Jozsef
Knowledge Center (AJKC). —KUNA

KUWAIT: A Kuwaiti parliamentary delegation, headed by the caucus
undersecretary MP Rakan Al-Nisf, travelled to Dhaka, the Bangladeshi
capital, yesterday to partake in the 136th Inter-Parliamentary Union
(IPU) conference due there on April 1-5. The scheduled convention
addresses a host of topics such as equality among members of the
human kind and welfare for all nations of the globe. The delegation
takes part in sidelines coordination meetings with Gulf, Arab, Islamic
and Asian groups. Moreover, the Kuwaiti lawmakers will participate
in meetings of the IPU permanent and committees and sub-commit-
tees, tackling issues such as non-intervention in States’ domestic
affairs, bolstering global cooperation for realizing sustainable devel-
opment and parliaments’ role in enhancing juveniles’ well-being.The
delegation includes the caucus secretary, Dr Odah Al-Ruwaiee, the
treasurer MP Dr Walid Al-Tabtabaei, members of the executive com-
mittee MPs Omar Al-Tabtabaei and Yousef Al-Fadhalah as well as the
National Assembly Secretary General, Allam Al-Kanderi. —KUNA

KUWAIT: Members of the Kuwaiti parliamentary del-
egation pose for a group photo before leaving to
partake in the 136th Inter-Parliamentary Union
(IPU) conference in Dhaka, Bangladesh. —KUNA

Kuwait partakes in IPU conference in Dhaka

By Sajeev K Peter

KUWAIT: His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-
Jaber Al-Sabah has extended an official invitation to Indian
Prime Minister Narendra Modi to visit Kuwait. The invitation
has been delivered to the prime minister and a date of his
visit will be finalized soon, said Indian Ambassador Sunil
Jain during a press conference at the Indian embassy here
on Thursday.

“Both countries will finalize a mutually-convenient
date for the visit of Indian prime minister,” the ambassa-
dor said. India’s National Security Advisor Ajit Doval had
visited Kuwait two weeks ago and had held high-level
discussions in Kuwait. 

This will be the first visit by an Indian prime minister to
Kuwait after former Indian Prime Minister Indira Gandhi
visited Kuwait 35 years ago in 1981. His highness the Prime
Minister Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-Hamad Al-Sabah visit-
ed India in 2013.

“A joint India-Kuwait ministerial meeting will be held in
September in Kuwait. India’s Minister of State for External
Affairs MJ Akbar will lead the Indian side while Deputy Prime
Minister and Finance Minister  Anas Al-Saleh will lead the
Kuwaiti side at the meeting. Prior to the ministerial meeting,
separate joint working groups on petroleum and health will
also meet to strengthen the India-Kuwait bilateral ties,” the
ambassador informed.

As part of Indian Council for Cultural Relations (ICCR)
Distinguished Visitors Program, former Prime Minister Sheikh
Nasser Al-Mohammad Al-Sabah, has been invited to visit
India. The date of his visit will be announced soon, the
ambassador said. The two countries are also discussing on
finalizing a visa waiver program for diplomatic and special
passport holders of both countries, he added. 

Outsourcing centers
The Indian embassy’s consular services have improved

over the years, he said. In order to meet the increasing

demands of the Indian community, passport, visa and attes-
tation services will be outsourced to two new agencies. The
two agencies will open six embassy outsourcing centers
across Kuwait, the ambassador said. CKGS, the current out-
sourcing company, operates only three centers, one each in
Abbsaiya, Kuwait City and Fahaheel. The embassy will out-
source attestation services also to the new outsourcing com-
panies in order to ease the long queues at the embassy, the
ambassador added. The embassy has issued 96,000 pass-
ports and 14,000 visas from Kuwait last year. The embassy
also attested 95,000 documents in 2016. 

India’s ministry of civil aviation has approved in principle
the request of two India-based private airlines Indigo
Airways and Go Air to launch their services to Kuwait pro-
viding a great relief to the air connectivity problem being
faced by the Indian expats in Kuwait, the ambassador said.
Air India and Kuwait Airways are also working towards a
code-sharing program which will help ease the travel prob-
lems, he added. 
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